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Abstract—The recent advances in information and communication technology (ICT) have further extended Internet of Things
from the sole “things” aspect to the omnipotent role of “intelligent
connection of things”. Meanwhile, the IoE realization meets
critical challenges including the restricted network coverage and
the limited resource of existing network technologies. Recently,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have attracted significant
attentions attributed to their high mobility, low cost, and flexible
deployment. Thus, UAVs may potentially overcome the challenges
of IoE. This article presents a comprehensive survey on opportunities and challenges of UAV-enabled internet of everything (IoE).
We first present three critical expectations of IoE: 1) scalability
requiring a scalable network architecture with ubiquitous coverage, 2) intelligence requiring a global computing plane enabling
intelligent things, 3) diversity requiring provisions of diverse
applications. Thereafter, we review the enabling technologies to
achieve these expectations and discuss four intrinsic constraints
of IoE (i.e., coverage constraint, battery constraint, computing
constraint, and security issues). We then present an overview of
UAVs. We next discuss the opportunities brought by UAV to IoE.
Additionally, we introduce a UAV-enabled IoE (Ue-IoE) solution
by exploiting UAVs’s mobility, in which we show that Ue-IoE can
greatly enhance the scalability, intelligence and diversity of IoE.
Finally, we outline the future directions in Ue-IoE.
Index Terms—Unmanned Air Vehicles, Internet of Everything,
Internet of Things, Edge Intelligence, Multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks, Trajectory Optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERNET of Everything (IoE) represents a fantastic vision
in the future, in which everything is connected to the
Internet, thereby offering intelligent services and facilitating
decision-making. IoE’s implementation depends on interdisciplinary technical innovations such as sensor and embedded
technologies, low power communications and big data analytics. First, the advances in sensor and embedded technologies
have made the IoT nodes being more portable and less energy
consumption. Second, the appearance of Low Power Wide
Area Network (LPWAN) technologies offers the ubiquitous
network connection of low power IoT nodes. Furthermore,
the breakthrough in artificial intelligence and the availability
of massive IoT data have driven the intelligence of IoE. In this
way, IoE can be applied in wide applications such as smart
manufacturing, smart agriculture and intelligent transportation
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system. In summary, IoE is expected to achieve three expectations: 1) scalability means to establish a scalable network
architecture with ubiquitous coverage; 2) intelligence implies
to construct a global computing facility enabling intelligent decisions; 3) diversity indicates supporting diverse applications.
Therefore, the realization of IoE essentially depends on the
achievement of the above three expectations.
We have witnessed the rapid development of ICT technologies. In particular, ICT technologies have further extended
existing human-oriented Internet to machine-oriented Internet
of Things, which consists of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
for connecting multiple sensor nodes via an self-organized
topology [1], low power wide area network (LPWAN) for
offering large-range coverage of power-constrained nodes [2],
and 4G and 5G mobile networks for supporting massive-access
services of machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [3].
Meanwhile, massive data are generated from various things in
real-time manner. The breakthrough of artificial intelligence
(AI) technologies integrating with massive IoT data brings
the opportunities in realizing intelligent applications including
intelligent recognition, intelligent management and intelligent
decision [4]. As a result, conventional IoT has been evolved
into IoE that supports intelligent connection of things, thereby
enabling smart applications, such as smart meter [5], smart
grid, smart manufacturing [6], smart agriculture, intelligent
traffic scheduling [7]. In this regard, the existing wireless
communication networks (including WSN, LPWAN and 5G
cellular networks) can help to realize the scalability of IoE.
Meanwhile, the cutting-edge big data analysis technologies
and artificial intelligence can be used for enabling intelligence
to IoE. Finally, the emerging IoE intelligent services have
proliferated a huge market for diverse IoE applications.
However, there are still a number of intrinsic limitations
preventing IoE from achieving the above three expectations.
In particular, IoE has network coverage/access constraints, battery constraint of IoE nodes, security and privacy vulnerabilities. First, the existing network infrastructures are coverageconstrained in some harsh and remote geographical areas due
to the restricted deployment of network infrastructures. Hence
the ubiquitous connections of IoE cannot be achieved. In addition, IoE nodes also suffer from the limited battery capacity
due to cost and portability considerations. As a result, the
battery-constrained nodes are easily exhausted and eventually
lead to the connection-lost. This case is especially severe for
the nodes in the coverage-constrained areas. Furthermore, most
of the nodes in IoE have no enough computing capability to
process local sensor data. Moreover, the over-simplified access
protocols (e.g., NB-IoT and LPWAN) also pose potential
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security vulnerabilities in IoE, such as information being
eavesdropped or being forged by malicious relay nodes. To
address these challenges, IoE requires a flexible-coverage and
elastic-deployment so as to achieve the ubiquitous coverage
and offer quick response in a highly-efficient and reliable way.
In recent decades, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
have attracted significant attentions from both industrial and
academia communities due to their flexible and elastic services. With high mobility and elastic deployment, UAVs can
extend the coverage of IoE [8], [9]. In particular, compared
with terrestrial networks and satellite remote communications,
low-altitude UAVs-enabled wireless networks can be quickly
deployed and be flexibly reconfigured to enhance the network coverage and capacity [9]. Furthermore, the flexible
deployment of UAVs also enables myriad IoE applications.
Through the dedicated configuration and specified control
design, UAVs have a variety of applications such as agriculture
management [10], marine mammals monitoring [11], and
military medical evacuation [12]. However, using UAV in IoE
also poses new challenges in the perspectives of dynamic
network connection, flexible network topology, precise control
and lightweight intelligent algorithms. In order to address these
challenges, we need to design the dedicated communication
protocols, the flexible resource allocation mechanism, the
optimal trajectory plans of UAVs and the portable intelligent
algorithms in IoE.
Although several surveys have already discussed the IoE
vision in recent decades [13]–[16], they mainly focused on a
single IoE technology. For example, the authors in [13] have
considered the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) to realize
the ubiquitous communication access to the Internet while
they ignored the issues about wide coverage and massive
accesses of wireless networks. Furthermore, the authors in
[15] have focused on cloud plane to realize the virtualized
data services for IoE whereas they ignored the orchestration
with physical networks and diverse IoE intelligent algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, the previous literature lacks the
comprehensive investigation of IoE in three key expectations:
scalability, intelligence and diversity.
The limitations of existing surveys motivate us to conduct a
more comprehensive survey exploring IoE’s expectations and
enabling technologies, along with the extensive applications
of UAV-enabled IoE. In particular, this survey has three major
contributions: i) summarizing the key expectations of IoE
(i.e., scalability, intelligence, and diversity) and reviewing the
corresponding enabling technologies; ii) giving an introduction
of UAVs technologies (such as maneuverability, communication and other relevant technologies) and discussing the
opportunities that UAVs can bring to IoE; iii) integrating UAVs
with the existing IoE’s enabling technologies so as to present
a UAV-enabled IoE solution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces IoE regarding its three expectations, enabling
technologies and challenges. Section III reviews UAV’s related
work: unmanned aerial system (UAS) and UAV communication networks. In Section IV, we introduce a UAV-enabled
IoE (Ue-IoE) solution by combining UAV’s and the existing
ICT technologies, in which we show that Ue-IoE can greatly

enhance scalability, intelligence, and diversity of IoE. Further,
we outline crucial issues in Ue-IoE as well as future directions
in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. I NTERNET OF E VERYTHING
This section first presents three key expectations of IoE
in Section II-A, then outlines the enabling technologies to
fulfill the expectations in Section II-B, and next discusses the
challenges in Section II-C.
A. Three expectations of IoE
The vision of IoE is to connect ubiquitous electronic devices
(i.e., terminal nodes of IoE) to the Internet, then to analyze
massive data generated from connected terminal nodes, and
thereby to offer intelligent applications for the advancement
of human society. To achieve this vision, IoE is expected to
fulfill three key expectations: 1) scalability means to establish
a scalable network architecture with ubiquitous coverage; 2)
intelligence implies to construct a global computing facility
enabling intelligent decisions; 3) diversity indicates to support
diverse applications. Fig. 1 shows three expectations as well
as their typical enabling technologies. In detail, we describe
the three expectations as follows.
1) Scalability: Scalability means to establish a scalable network for IoE to elastically cover everywhere and everything. In this sense, IoE can satisfy various communication
requirements for different geographical scenarios including
urban, rural, underwater, terrestrial, aerial, and space. To
achieve this goal, the scalable IoE network requires wide
coverage, massive access, and ubiquitous connection. Such
IoE networks can be built by integrating multiple communication technologies with various transmission-distance
(from a few meters to a thousand meters) and different
network topologies (including point-to-point topology, star
topology, and hybrid topology). The underlining communication networks consist of mobile cellular networks
(MCN), wireless local area networks (WLAN), WSN,
satellite networks, and Mobile Ad Hoc networks (MAHN).
The scalability of IoE supports the physical data collection
and further provides data source for intelligent analytics.
2) Intelligence: Intelligence implies to construct a global computing facility to enable intelligent decisions for IoE. IoE’s
intelligence can be realized by obtaining massive IoT data
from underlining IoT, extracting the valuable information
(such as smart commands or decisions) from the computing
plane, and then using these information to enable intelligent
actions or controls for everything. The global computing
plane consists of distributed database and storage systems,
on top of which various big data processing algorithms
are deployed. The distributed database and storage systems
save the collected IoT data. Diverse big data processing
algorithms include descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and
prescriptive analytical schemes [6], which are necessary
to serve different intelligent applications. According to
the deployment locations of computing facilities, IoE’s
intelligence can be categorized into local intelligence, edge
intelligence, and cloud intelligence. Local intelligence,
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Fig. 1. Three expectations of IoE: scalability, intelligence, and diversity.

edge intelligence and cloud intelligence imply that computing facilities with the corresponding intelligent algorithms
are deployed at local side (i.e., at terminal nodes), edge
side and remote clouds, respectively. It is necessary to
orchestrate local intelligence, edge intelligence, and cloud
intelligence so as to realize IoE’s intelligence.
3) Diversity: Diversity indicates to support diverse applications. The realization of diverse IoE applications is essentially based on the scalability and intelligence of IoE
since they are the prerequisites for computing capability,
security, energy efficiency and network performance. IoE’s
diversity can be categorized into: i) geographical diversity classified by different geographical regions, ii) stereoscopic
diversity - classified by different spatial positions, iii)
business diversity - classified by different social utilities
and iv) technology diversity - classified by different ICT
technologies.

To achieve the above three expectations, it is necessary to
deploy a large number of terminal nodes (for local sensing
and control), network access nodes (providing ubiquitous connections), and computing facilities (supporting intelligence).
Furthermore, the diverse applications will be continuously
updated with the increasing demands of various intelligent
services. Consequently, it is expected in the future that IoE
ceaselessly needs to consume plenty of resources (including
battery power, computing, storage space) to support diverse
society services. However, we have encountered an imbalance
between constrained resources and three expectations due
to the limited resources. Hence, during the IoE realization
process, the effective solution is to maximize resource utilization efficiency subjected to limited resource supply, thereby
satisfying all these expectations in an on-demand manner. The
on-demand manner is the fundamental design principle for the
IoE enabling technologies, which will be introduced next.

B. Enabling technologies for three expectations of IoE
1) Enabling scalability: Scalability for IoE means to build
a global network that enables wide coverage, ubiquitous connection, and massive access. Since the network with global and
ubiquitous coverage is not present, the IoE’s scalability can
only rely on the cooperation of various existing networks that
can support different kinds of distance communications and fit
for a variety of network topologies. These networks that are
complementary can coordinate with each other to construct
the scalable IoE. In accordance with the previous literature
[3], [17], we present an overview of enabling technologies
to achieve IoE’s scalability. The enabling technologies can be
essentially categorized into three types: 1) the technologies
enabling the backbone communication of IoE (i.e., global
networks), 2) the technologies enabling the limb communication of IoE (i.e., local networks), and 3) the technologies
enabling the capillary communication of IoE (i.e., point-topoint connections), as shown in Fig. 2.
The backbone communication of IoE is essentially to offer
an overall connection of conducting data collection, transmission, processing and interaction. Hence, to offer a global
coverage, the backbone communication of IoE requires the
long-distance wireless communication technologies, which can
support the communication distance over ten kilo-meters. The
suitable candidates include incumbent mobile communication networks (MCN) and low power wide area networks
(LPWANs). Particularly, MCN covers most densely crowd
areas including business regions, and urban residential regions.
Therefore, IoE nodes can access the backbone network via the
diverse MCN communication technolgoies from 2G (GPRS),
3G, 4G (LTE), 5G, and even 5G-Beyond [18]. On the other
hand, LPWAN has also attracted significant attentions recent
years since it cannot only provide a wide coverage but also a
low-power solution for IoE [19]. In this sense, MCNs fit for
the IoE nodes with sufficient energy supply (e.g., the nodes in
smart meters, smart grids) while LPWANs are suitable for
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massive IoE nodes with power-constraints (e.g., the nodes
in forest monitoring, smart agriculture). Therefore, the two
technologies may complement with each other to establish the
backbone communication of IoE.
Being complementary to the backbone communication, the
limb communication of IoE consists of flexible local networks
with a communication ranging from a few meters to hundreds of meters. The typical enabling technologies include
wireless local area networks (WLAN), low power Bluetooth
(BLE), Zigbee, Z-wave, and 802.11ah. In most cases, these
limb communication technologies are used to construct Ad
Hoc/mesh networks such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
wireless body area networks (WBANs), wireless personal area
networks (WPANs). The aim of Ad Hoc/mesh networks is
that all nodes can be connected together to achieve smart
controls. Moreover, these networks are suitable for multihop communications since they can be easily used in home
automation scenarios, industrial process control, body activity
monitoring, indoor localization.
The capillary communication offers massive low-cost and
point-to-point connections in IoE. The enabling technologies
of capillary communications are mainly based on a series
of short-range peer-to-peer (P2P) communications, the most
of which are near-field wireless communication (NFWC)
technologies based on the inductive-coupling principle. Generally, NFWC is a set of communication protocols including
back-scattering communication, radio-frequency identification
(RFID), and near-field communication (NFC). Practically, the
data transferred in NFWC can take place from small tags to
readers within a range of a few centimeters, where the tags
are attached at circulated products while the reader is generally
deployed at a fixed position to transmit the received data to
the back-end server (to store the collected data). Hence, it can
perform flexible and low-cost peer-to-peer communications. In
fact, it has been widely used in myriad applications such as
mobile identification systems and logistic monitoring systems
[20].
In the above enabling technologies, since the traditional
networks of WCN and WLAN have been built to offer humanorientated information services, they are globally allocated
with sufficient network resources for reliable information

transmissions. In contrast, other enabling technologies are
developed with the goals of low communication power and
low hardware cost, to address the imbalance of limited network resources and massive communications between terminal
nodes. This phenomenon symbolizes the on-demand principle
of IoE. For example, the enabling technology of IoE’s limb
communication - LPWAN keeps the low power and wide
coverage design principle and refers to diverse communication
protocols such as LoRaWAN, ZigBee, and NB-IoT [19].
Recently, a series of WLAN protocols have been released
to support the specific IoE applications, such as 802.11ah,
and 802.11p. Additionally, low hardware cost is also a major
concern for communication equipment suppliers. An example
is low-cost communication chips and modules with simplified
protocols stack and limited storage/battery capacity such as
NB-IoT and eMTC [21].
2) Enabling intelligence: The intelligence of IoE can be
enabled by distributed computing facilities, on top of which
distributed big data processing and intelligent algorithms can
be executed, as shown in Fig. 3. Distributed computing facilities include cloud servers, edge servers, and local IoT nodes,
all of which are interconnected through the backbone, limb
and capillary communications. Cloud servers with abundant
storage and computing resources can undertake computingintensive or storage-intensive big data processing tasks as well
as intelligent algorithms (e.g., deep learning algorithms) in a
centralized manner, thereby enabling the global intelligence
of IoE [22]. Edge servers possessing fewer computing resources than cloud servers are deployed at base stations, IoT
gateways or access points, in approximation to users. Some
less computing-intensive tasks such as data preprocessing,
compression and encryption can be conducted at edge servers
[23]. Local nodes generally referring to the IoE nodes only
have limited storage and computing resources, in which data
collections or lightweight data preprocessing tasks can be
conducted. Although local nodes and edge servers have less
computing capabilities than cloud servers, they can process
some context-aware and privacy-sensitive tasks locally. It is
a necessity to orchestrate various computing resources and
schedule different computing tasks at local side, edge side, and
cloud side in order to enable a ubiquitous computing capability
across the entire IoE, thereby realizing the global intelligence
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of IoE.
On top of distributed computing facilities, big data processing schemes and intelligent algorithms can be executed to
enable everything intelligence. In particular, big data analytics
on IoE data can process massive IoE data and conduct descriptive, diagnostic and predictive analysis [6], [24]. Intelligent
algorithms can further extract valuable information on big
data so as to make predictive and prescriptive decisions [25],
[26]. Depending on different computing or storage capabilities
of cloud servers, edge servers and local nodes, different big
data processing and intelligent algorithms can be executed.
Strong computing facilities at the cloud side can support the
intensive big data processing tasks and intelligent algorithms,
e.g., training deep learning models at GPU clusters, so as to
enable cloud intelligence of IoE. In contrast, edge servers can
only support less computing-intensive tasks or intelligent algorithms with less computational complexity (e.g., lightweight
or portable deep learning models) [27], thereby enabling edge
intelligence. Similarly, local nodes that can only collect and
preprocess IoE data are bestowed on local intelligence.
Regarding intelligent algorithms, there are a wide spectrum
of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms including machine
learning (ML), deep learning (DL), reinforcement learning
(RL), computer vision (CV), recommendation system (RS),
knowledge graph (KG) and collective intelligence (CI). These
intelligent algorithms outperform traditional statistical methods in diverse tasks like regression, classification, clustering
and decision-making. However, different intelligent algorithms
have different computing/storage requirements on underlining computing facilities. For example, deep learning models
(multi-layer convolutional neural networks) may require extensive training at cutting-edge computing facilities such as GPU
servers, which may not be feasible at edge servers and local
nodes. Therefore, lightweight or portable intelligent algorithms
which can be executed at edge servers or local nodes are
expected to be further explored in the future.
Recent papers reviewed the usage of big data analytics
and intelligent algorithms in IoT scenarios. For example, the
authors in [25] reviewed big data in IoT field from a historical
perspective, covering ubiquitous and pervasive computing, ambient intelligence, and wireless sensor networks. Additionally,

the authors in [24] reviewed the state-of-the-art studies toward
big IoT data analytics. Big IoT data analytics, methods, and
technologies for big data mining are discussed. All these
papers provide a guideline to better use the merits of big data
and intelligent algorithms for IoE’s intelligence.
3) Enabling diversity: Future IoE devices can be used in
diverse fields, including digital sensors for data acquisition and
mobile intelligent devices for automated services. As discussed
in Section I, we have listed four diversity categories of IoE: geographical diversity, stereoscopic diversity, business diversity,
and technology diversity, as shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, we
summarize related applications in every diversity as follows.
Geographical diversity indicates that IoE applications can be
applied in different kinds of geographical regions, including
urban, suburban, rural, forests, oceans, and deserts [28], [29].
On the other hand, stereoscopic diversity aims at extending
the IoE’s application range to diverse stereoscopic levels
that include the terrestrial, the aerial, underwater and even
space [29], [30]. In addition, business diversity is to focus
on IoE-enabled intelligent business sectors, such as intelligent
agriculture, smart manufacturing, smart grid and smart city [5],
[6], [31]. Moreover, technology diversity replies on a variety
of enabling technologies in IoE. These diverse technologies
include different technical aspects such as embedded devices,
sensing technologies, communication networks, computing
technologies, data processing algorithms, and AI algorithms.
It is an inevitable trend that future IoE applications become
the fusion of different diversities. This fusion has already
been discussed in previous literature. For example, the authors
in [17] explored the integration of heterogeneous networks
of IoT. The authors in [32] investigated the global virtual
computing system combining cloud, edge, fog, and local. The
authors in [33] have concentrated on the design of the unified
operating system for IoT. Practically, the aforementioned four
IoE diversities can benefit from each other. The most obvious
fact is that the application in different diversities can coexist
with each other for a common suitable reason. For example,
urban services are more suitable for terrestrial and business
applications. However, forests and deserts scenarios require
more aerial and even interstellar networks for flexible and
on-demand IoE services. Therefore, different diversities can
always fulfill the corresponding application demands with
each other. As a result, one open issue in future IoE is to
coordinate different applications in the same diversity category
or to orchestrate the same application across different diversity
categories.
C. Challenges of IoE
Although the aforementioned enabling technologies can
potentially realize IoE’s scalability, intelligence, and diversity,
a number of challenges are rising when implementing those
enabling technologies. Attributed to the restricted resources
(e.g., network infrastructure, spectrum access, hardware cost),
the challenges of IoE are reflected in the following four
constraints: coverage constraint, battery (energy) constraint,
computing constraint, and security constraint, as shown in Fig.
5. Next, we will discuss the four constraints in detail.
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1) Coverage constraint: As some harsh and remote geographical areas lack efficient IoE communication infrastructures,
the nodes in these areas are hard to be covered.For
simplicity, we name these areas as coverage-constrained
areas. Deploying the current IoE networks in the coverageconstrained areas is not budget-friendly due to the imbalance between cost and benefit in network construction. A
key observation is that the IoE projects in cover-constrained
areas do not have such strong communication demands
in everytime and everywhere. Therefore, a flexible and
recoverable coverage is the most cost-effective solution to
support on-demand IoE communications in the coverageconstrained areas for a particular period.
2) Battery constraint: There are lots of IoE nodes suffering
from the battery constraint. Generally, they are powerlimited to save the global hardware cost from the deployment of countless IoE nodes. In this case, IoE tends
to use low power or even battery-free communication
technologies to support access networks. One inevitable
fact is that battery-limited nodes are easily exhausted and
eventually lose connections with IoE. The connectionlost problem becomes severe for future ubiquitous nodes
distributed in the coverage-constrained areas. Hence, it is
necessary to develop sustainable energy supplying and the
recovery mechanism for battery-constrained nodes.
3) Computing constraint: Most of terminal nodes of IoE do
not have enough computing capability to process local
intelligent algorithms, we call these nodes as computingconstrained nodes. The traditional computing solution for
IoE is to transmit all data to the cloud plane where it
can offer a centralized intelligence for big data processing.
However, the cloud computing brings a huge latency for
the latency-sensitive IoE applications. Meanwhile, the increasing number of IoE applications will not only cause the
burden to the cloud computing plane but also lead to the
unimaginable congestion in IoE. To alleviate the cloud’s
burden, it is strongly required to utilize edge and local
computing plane as supplementary of enabling everything
intelligence.
4) Security constraint: Many potential security constraints are
encountered in IoE, attributed to the vulnerability of access
protocols. The current IoE mostly adopt the low-cost and
simplified access protocols (i.e., NB-IoT, LowPAN) for
reducing network cost, but it makes the edge communication vulnerable to be eavesdropped and forged. Hence,

the data emitted from end nodes are hard to keep secrecy,
and pseudo-base-stations can easily forge the normal IoE
communication links. For these reasons, an effective but
easy-deployed security mechanism is required to protect
IoE edge communication from intrusion detection.
Discussion: To overcome these constraints, we need to take
some efficient measures: i) building a flexible and recoverable
network to extend IoE’s coverage; ii) developing a sustainable energy-supply mechanism to prolong the life-cycle of
IoE’s nodes; iii) orchestrating the edge computing with local
and cloud computing to optimize the scheduling of multiple
computing tasks; iv) designing a reliable security solution to
protect the data in these ubiquitous IoE nodes from illegal
uses. Particularly, UAVs have enormous potential to provide an
attractive solution to address four challenges of IoE, attributed
to its flexibility and on-demand deployment. Combining with
existing communication networks, wireless power transfer, and
edge computing, UAVs can build an extended edge network
of IoE with sustainable power, edge intelligence, and physical
security protection.
III. OVERVIEW OF UAV
In recent decades, UAVs have attracted a significant attention of scientists and businessmen due to their boundless
services. Such a wide variety of UAV applications relies
on controllable maneuverability technologies such as flight
trajectory optimization, obstacles avoiding. UAV’s maneuverability can realized by on-board intelligent algorithms and
remote control from ground-based monitoring stations. This
section will demonstrate UAVs’ controllable maneuverability
by introducing the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) and UAV
communication networks.
A. Unmanned aircraft system (UAS)
UAS provides the cooperated control services for UAV
applications. The control services includes flight control, information processing, tasks scheduling, etc. A typical UAS
is composed of three parts: the UAV, the ground-based controller/control station, and the communication link between
them [34]–[36]. UAS is quite important to control UAVs’ flight
and their task scheduling. For large UAVs, the take-off and the
landing are controlled by ground control stations for stability.
After a large UAV reaches the cruising altitude, the automatic
driving mode is switched on, and the corresponding flying task
begins. When a large UAVs perform autonomous flight control
and on-board task scheduling, the function of the ground
controller may be integrated on-board, thus the autonomous
UAV itself becomes a UAS. In contrast, the small UAV mainly
relies on its small-and-nimble superiority to conduct flying
tasks with strong maneuverability. The small size makes it
impossible to carry too many mission equipment or too large
on-board autonomous system. As a result, small UAVs tend
to be dependent on the remote control from ground stations.
In this regard, their flight range is limited by the scope of
wireless communication with the ground station.
It is necessary to design a dedicated UAS for specific applications such as video monitoring, radar detection, automatic
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localization and tracking. As shown in Fig. 6, the design of a
dedicated UAS includes three aspects, i.e., the UAV’s design,
the ground control station’s design, and the communication
link’s design. We now discuss these design aspects as follows.
1) The UAV’s design: UAV - the flexible flying task performer, was early used for military unmanned aircraft that
owns a variety of mission equipment [37]–[41]. In order
to perform a variety of unmanned military missions (e.g.,
reconnaissance, tempting enemy and target striking), for a
long time, military UAVs are usually adopted the structure
with large loads and the fixed-wings. In addition, small UAVs
are designed with small loads and short battery life, and they
have gradually developed for lots of civilian applications. One
example is using small UAVs for aerial photography in a
particular region, which is recently getting very popular in
aerial enthusiasts. Compared with a large fixed-wing UAV, a
small rotary-wing UAV has more flexibility and lower battery consumption. After being special configured, either large
UAVs or small UAVs can be applied for various commercial
purposes, such as air express, emergency communications, and
airbase stations [42], [43]. Next, we will introduce UAVs’
design via two aspects: hardware design and software design
[44]–[46].
• Hardware design: UAVs’ hardware design focus on the
hardware configuration for suitable flight driven (i.e., flying
wings and engine) and mission equipment (i.e., the communication module, computation chip, and other carrying
equipment). UAVs’ load-size has large impacts on their
hardware design in specific flight tasks. For long-time and
long-distance flight tasks (such as air-to-sea image telemetry
or air-to-ground forests fire rescue applications), stability
and persistence are main objectives for hardware design of
UAVs. In this regard, large-load UAVs are suitable to perform flight tasks with high stability and persistence. Specifically, large-load UAVs can be configured with persistent
flight functions (including fixed-winged, long-term battery,
and stable engines) and strong mission ability (including onboard cameras, signal processing, carrying capability). For
limited-range and high-maneuverability flight tasks (such
as urban criminal tracking, instant sampling of accident
scenes), mobility and efficiency are two main factors impacting the hardware design. Small-load UAVs are suitable

to perform missions requiring high mobility and efficiency.
To achieve that, they will be configured with flexible flight
structures (e.g., rotor-wing, limit battery capacity) and light
mission equipment (containing communication module and
on-board cameras).
• Software design: UAV’s software design aims to develop dedicated on-board algorithms for autonomous flight
decision-making. By collecting the surrounding data and
inputting the data into the dedicated algorithms, UAVs
can make flight decisions of autonomous maneuverability
and local intelligence. Autonomous maneuverability requires dedicated designs for stable flight in complex geological/meteorological environments. Basic algorithms are
obstacle detection, collision avoidance, gesture adjusting,
and trajectory planning. Local intelligence is designed as
offline mission algorithms for aerial delivery, emergency
communication, geological surveys. For instance, UAVs can
be configured with the dedicated communication protocols
and trajectory to perform aerial delivery [43], or to conduct
the remote data collection [42].
2) The communication link’s design: There are two kinds
of wireless communication links in UAS. One link is the Airto-Ground (A2G)/Ground-to-Air (G2A) link that connects the
UAV with the ground node. Another link is the Air-to-Air
(A2A) link that connects multiple UAVs together. A2A links
usually appear in collaborative multi-UAV flight tasks. Both
two kinds of links require the specified design to work in
particular communication scenarios. The design principles include communication connectivity, the fly trajectory of UAVs,
and the successful probability of flying tasks. Corresponding
studies investigating two kinds of links are summarized as
follows.
• The studies investigating A2G/G2A aim at improving the
communication performance by optimizing flying positions
of UAVs. Generally, the A2G link considers optimizing
the communication of feedback information from UAVs to
ground stations. The G2A link considers the communication
of controlling signals from ground stations to UAVs. To
optimize the A2G/G2A communications, flying positions of
UAVs are in dedicated selection for satisfying the good link
quality. This investigation process is usually accomplished
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by firstly building a reasonable channel gain model of
A2G/G2A, then setting the condition of communication performance (related to channel gain), and finally optimizing
flying positions of UAVs subjected to the condition. The
above investigation steps are contained in the related work
on UAV-aided communication networks. The corresponding
studies are summarized as shown in Section III-B.
• Different from the investigation of A2G/G2A, the studies
investigating A2A aim at accomplishing the collaborative
flying tasks by multiple UAVs. The A2A link provides
communications between multiple UAVs. In this regard, the
design objective of A2A is ensuring collaborative communication performance in a muti-UAV network. Additionally,
A2A can be easily modeled as line-of-sight propagation,
and the link quality of A2A is susceptible with the mobility
of multiple UAVs. Hence the investigation direction is
transformed from improving the A2A link quality to the
collaborated position scheduling of multiple UAVs. Due to
UAVs’ mobility from time to time, the collaborated positions are variable, which further leads to the investigation
of routing protocols. The particular design in A2A links
is contained in the related work on multi-UAV Ad Hoc
networks. The corresponding studies are summarized as
shown in Section III-B.
3) The ground control station’s design: The ground control
station is the decision center of the whole UAS, with its
responsibility for UAV’s tasks scheduling and remote communications. To accomplish the responsibility, a ground control
station is designed with the following functions: wireless
communication modules collaborated with UAVs, computing
storage units with large enough capacity, intelligent decision
algorithms for centralized mission processing, remote monitoring mechanism, and recall mechanism. The communication
modules are for achieving remote control to UAVs, hence
its design should match with the communication modules of
UAVs. The computing storage units are designed for satisfying
the required data processing. Intelligent decision algorithms
are mainly for making UAV tasks’ scheduling scheme, with its
objective of arranging all UAVs’ flight tasks along with their
performing period, overall trajectory, and available resource
[47]. The remote monitoring mechanism is used for globally
monitoring UAVs’ flying states, which can be achieved by
periodical receiving the information feedback from UAVs.
The recall mechanism is designed for a controllable recall
for abnormal cases (e.g., the cases when flying tasks require
interruption, or the cases that UAVs are detected as energy
shortage).
B. UAV communication networks
Compared to UAS that offers a control system for a specified UAV mission, UAV communication networks mainly offer
stable communications between UAVs or between the UAV
and the ground station. The state-of-the-art literature provides
two classes of UAV communication networks: multi-UAV Ad
Hoc networks and UAV-aided communication networks. Tab.
I gives a brief summary of these two UAV communication
networks. More details are introduced as follows.

1) Multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks: Multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks are self-organized topology with high autonomy, and
usually independent with current networks. Multi-UAV Ad
Hoc networks can support mobile connections and coverage in
some specified occasions such as emergency communication
networks, aerial surveillance fleet, aerial sensor networks. For
instance, the authors in [48] presents such a typical instance,
in which a multiple-UAV network assists the vehicular-tovehicular (V2V) communications in the regions with poor
connectivity to infrastructure-based networks. Besides, multiUAV networks can perform the data acquisition tasks in largescale sensor deployed areas [49], [50], [54].
The study on multi-UAV networks places emphasis on
performance improving of A2A links between multiple UAVs.
Particularly, the A2A performance includes wireless connectivity and information collaboration. With the mobility of
multiple UAVs, the channel quality of A2A links is variable
and then leads the dynamic connectivity and network topology.
Consequently, the related work includes two directions: multiUAV’s trajectory optimization and dynamic routing protocol.
The two study directions have gained significant attention for
multi-UAV networks, as shown in several surveys [8], [37],
[59]. For instance, [37] gives a comprehensive summary of
routing protocols design principles of multi-UAV communication networks, including self-organization, disruption tolerance, SDN control, seamless handover, and energy efficiency.
Besides, [59] compares the performance of existing routing
protocols that are classified into two categories: single-hop
routing and multi-hop routing, where the comparison metrics
contains load balancing, loop-free ability, route update method,
dynamic robustness, energy efficiency, and so on.
In addition, previous studies investigated the trajectory optimization of multi-UAV networks when selecting a specified
routing scheme, i.e., single-hop or multiple-hop scheme. For
instance, the authors in [63], [64] investigated the trajectory
optimization joint with power control. Ref. [63], [64] considered a single-hop routing scheme in which every ground node
accesses to only one UAV and multiple UAVs cooperatively
serve communications to a groups of ground nodes. Additionally, the authors in [60], [61], [74] investigated the trajectory
optimization for the case of a multi-hop routing scheme in
which multiple UAVs provided collaborative communications
to a range of ground nodes, with the objective of end-to-end
throughput maximization.
2) UAV-aided communication networks: The UAV-aided
communication network is the extended edge network of
existing networks. Different from independent self-organized
architecture of multi-UAV ad hoc networks, UAV-aided communication networks are infrastructure-based topology, with
dependent on the existing network access points. Therefore,
UAV-aided communication networks adopt the wireless access
protocols of the aided networks (e.g., MCNs, and WLANs).
In a UAV-aided communication network, UAVs can be
deployed as edge nodes with network functions such as flying
base-stations (e.g., [51], [52]) or relay nodes [53], [55], and as
just terminal nodes such as the aerial surveillance camera [56],
[57]. Whether UAVs utilized as base stations or relay nodes,
the objective is to provide flexible communication services
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TABLE I
UAV COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Introduction

Multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks

UAV-aided communication networks

Architecture

Self-organized networks

Edge side of current networks

Characteristics

Flexible topology

Flexible access

Collaborative communications [48]–[50]

Relay communications [51]–[53]

Emergency communications [54]

Flying base stations [55]–[57]

Wireless links

A2A links

A2G/G2A links

Research issues

Routing design [8], [37], [58]–[60]

Trajectory optimization [61], [61]

Global throughput maximization [62]–[64]

G2A/A2G throughput maximization [53], [65], [66]

Maximizing energy efficiency [67]

Maximizing energy efficiency [68], [69]

Dynamic topology/swarm [70], [71]

A2G/G2A localization [72], [73]

Multi-UAV’s resource allocation [74]–[76]

Edge computing [77]

Dense UAV networks [78]

Ground node access [79], [80]

Applications

Research methods

in disconnected areas near to current networks. Therefore,
UAVs requires to keep the communication links with the aided
network and as well as with the disconnected nodes. Under
different scenarios, the disconnected nodes are in different
distribution and the edge access protocols are very different.
All these factors pose the various studies on optimizing the
flying trajectory of UAVs. Taking an example into account, for
UAV-enabled patrolling, the flying trajectory of UAVs required
to satisfy the mobile connectivity, i.e., the mobile A2G/G2A
link at UAV-aided communication networks. For this example,
the objective of UAVs’ trajectory optimization is ensuring
the coverage to the task region and meanwhile keeping the
connection with the edge network.
For UAV-aided communication networks, the study directions are mostly related to trajectory optimization of UAVs.
In previous studies, trajectory optimization was done by
optimizing various performance metrics including QoS of
communication links, sufficient coverage [61], time-efficiency,
energy efficiency [68], outage probability, etc. For instance,
the authors in [81] presented UAVs’ trajectory optimization
through an iterative algorithm that reduces the disconnected
nodes for covering multiple isolated WSN nodes. Similarly,
[51] proposed an optimal placement algorithm for UAV-base
stations by maximizing the number of covered users. In
addition, [55] designed the trajectory of a single relay UAV
by maximizing energy-efficiency. Moreover, [53] optimized
UAVs’ trajectory by minimizing the outage probability, where
UAVs worked as an amplify-and-forward relay.
Summary: The academic study on UAVs highlighted two
critical directions: one is to investigate the UAS for controllable maneuverability of UAVs, and the other is to study the
UAV communication networks for ensuring link connectivity
(including the connectivity of A2A links and A2G/G2A links).
The two study directions share a common research point UAV’s mobility design (i.e., trajectory optimization). Based a
lot of studies investigating the mobility of UAVs [63], [68],
[74], [82], we find the opportunities of UAVs enabling IoE.

In next section, we will discuss the convergence of UAVs and
IoE.
IV. C ONVERGENCE OF UAV AND I O E
As discussed in Section III, UAVs can be employed as
various IoE edge nodes, such as aerial base stations, data
collectors, jammers, monitors, edge computing nodes, power
suppliers, reclaimers. Accordingly, UAVs can provide an enhanced IoE solution for extended coverage, flexible intelligence, and more diverse applications. In this section, we first
investigate the opportunities for applying UAVs in IoE. The
presented opportunities confirm the capabilities of UAVs to
address the four constraints of IoE. Further, we propose a UeIoE solution to integrate UAV technologies in IoE. In UeIoE, UAV-enabled scalability, intelligence, and diversity are
introduced, respectively.
A. Opportunities of UAVs in IoE
With high mobility and reconfigurability, UAVs can potentially address the four constraints of IoE. This potential brings
four opportunities to IoE, i.e., ubiquitous connections, aerial
intelligence, self-maintenance of communications, sensor powering and deployment, as shown in Fig. 7.
1) Ubiquitous connections: Ubiquitous connections are the
necessary requirement of IoE to cover everywhere and connect
everything. Flexible UAV communication networks can help
IoE to extend its coverage and thereby achieve ubiquitous
connection. As in section IV-B1, UAVs can extend the edge
access network to the areas with weak-connection via UAVaided communications networks; UAVs can increase coverage
to the areas without network deployment through multi-UAV
Ad Hoc networks. Accordingly, ubiquitous connections can be
achieved.
2) Aerial intelligence: UAVs can enable aerial intelligence
by collecting the surround data and then performing onboard intelligent algorithms. The surround data are collected
from the UAV itself and from a cluster of outside sensors.
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Fig. 7. Opportunities of UAV in IoE

The intelligent algorithms are dedicated designed for different
requirements, such as autonomous collision avoidance, adaptive flight gesture adjustment, trajectory optimization for data
collection. Thus, UAVs can conduct many aerial intelligent
applications. A typical application is the tracking of a moving
target by UAVs Wireless
[83]. Besides,
playrecycling
as anand
aerial
powering UAVs can
Sensor
command-makerfrom
to produce
intelligent perception
and decision
air to ground
sensor deployment
for computing-constrained IoE nodes.
3) Self-maintenance of communications: UAVs can support
self-maintenance to the IoE’s communication. Attributed to
various unstable factors from the human or natural environment, some IoE nodes are easily destroyed and even lost. Thus,
IoE faces the risk of unpredictable connection lost. To address
this risk, UAVs can be dispatched to throw terminal nodes.
In addition, some IoE communications with high privacy
and confidentiality face security risks of eavesdropping and
forging. These risks may cause huge economic losses when
they occur in high-confidential communications such as the
malfunction sensing of smart manufacturing, the commander
transmission in intelligent transport system. In this regard,
UAVs can be employed as jammers and form a protective
barrier for IoE’s physical communication of IoE. The authors
in [84] present a UAV-based friendly jamming scheme to
interfere with eavesdropper’s communications. Besides, the
authors in [85], [86] offer enhanced encryption security by
configuring the dedicated protocols in UAVs.
4) Sensor powering and recycling: UAVs can be reconfigured to perform sensor powering and recycling
tasks, thus can improve sustainability of IoE. There are
some resource-constrained IoE nodes in weak-connection/noconnection areas. These nodes are usually easily running out
of their battery and then getting discarded. This phenomenon
not only results in a big waste but also causes high pollution. UAVs can potentially avoid this waste or pollution by
supplying and updating constrained resource of sensors/the
IoE nodes. In particular, UAVs can supply energy to these

...

nodes by wireless power transfer (WPT) [82] and even can
achieve simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) [87]. Besides, UAVs can recycle the damaged nodes
or sensors with disabled function and release new nodes as
the replacement.
B. A solution: Ue-IoE
Motivated the opportunities brought by UAVs to IoE, we can
comprehensively apply UAVs to enhance IoE’s capabilities.
We develop a UAV-enabled IoE solution (we call it Ue-IoE
for simplicity in the rest of this paper) that can enhance three
expected abilities of IoE, i.e., scalability, intelligence, and
diversity. In particular, we will introduce Ue-IoE based on
the three sub-solutions, i.e., UAV-enabled scalability to IoE,
UAV-enabled intelligence to IoE, and UAV-enabled diversity
to IoE.
1) UAV-enabled scalability to IoE: Cooperating with existing networks (i.e., WLAN, MCN, LPWAN, satellite network),
UAVs can enable a scalable IoE for covering everywhere.
UAVs can maximize the coverage of IoE by extending the
current IoE network to two main kinds of areas: areas within
weak-connection, areas without network deployment.
(i) Areas within weak-connection. These areas are usually
covered by the existing networks such as WLAN, MCN,
and LPWAN; but these areas are always in the weakconnection state due to the complex geographical environment and serious communication requirements. Four
typical regions are Construction sites in urban, Disaster
regions in urban, Blind coverage spot in city and the
Transportation road. These regions are scattered with
various obstructions, resulting in the unstable wireless
links between above areas with the existing APs. To address this problem, UAV-aided communication networks
are required to provide a flexible edge access network.
Obviously, UAVs can play as the on-demand relay nodes
or base stations or gateways to connect the IoE nodes.
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Areas within weak-connection

Urban construction sites
Construction project management
[88]–[90]
Indoor construction monitoring
[91], [92]

Disaster regions
Disaster surveillance [49], [93],
[94]
Emergency networks construction
[95]–[98]

Urban blind coverage spots
Enhanced coverage in urban area
[18], [49], [99]–[102]
Patrolling and surveillance
[103]–[108]

Transportation systems
Intelligent transportation systems
[109]–[112]
Connection between ground
vehicles [113]–[116]

Areas without network
deployment

Farms
Survey of UAV in agriculture
[31], [117]
Imagery analysis of crops
[118]–[122]

Deserts
Disaster monitoring [123]–[125]
Geomorphological analysis [?],
[29], [126]
Military detection in deserts [127]

Forests
Trees and plants monitoring
[128]–[131]
Forest growing volume prediction
[132], [133]

Oceans
Coastal environment analysis
[134]–[137]
Ocean environment monitoring
[138]–[140]
Marine science and observation
[11], [141]–[143]

Fig. 8. UAV-enabled scalability to IoE

(ii) Areas without network deployment. These areas are generally remote and lack of inhabitants; hence no network infrastructures are deployed in such areas. Four
typical regions are farms, deserts, forests, and oceans.
To cover these regions, two communication schemes
are required: 1) building an independent network for
every specific area; 2) designing the access scheme from
this independent network to the existing IoE network.
Multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks can be applied to achieve
above two goals. The multi-UAV network can not only
independently cover the remote areas but also execute
many specific tasks (including relay communications,
remote sensing, data acquisition, etc [144]). From a
global perspective, multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks are
required to enable the specified coverage when UAVs fly
to remote areas. In addition, UAV-aided communication
networks are required for IoE’s access when UAVs fly
back to the ground control center.
Fig. 8 shows a tree diagram about the corresponding studies
that use UAVs to cover the two above discussed areas. For the
areas within weak-connection, we list four typical regions that
are construction sites in urban, disaster regions in urban, blind
coverage spots in the city, and the transportation road. In these
areas, some recent studies use UAVs to offer an extended network coverage and perform some specified applications such
as construction project management, emergency networks, patrolling, and intelligent transportation. Moreover, for the areas
without network deployment, UAVs are strongly in demand for
achieving a series of unmanned and remote applications in four
typical regions (i.e., farms, deserts, forest, and ocean). Some
particular applications in these four regions are smart farms,
disaster monitoring in deserts, plants monitoring in forests,
etc.
2) UAV-enabled intelligence to IoE: UAVs can enable IoE’s
intelligence by embedding some lightweight AI algorithms.
In particular, UAVs can make smart decisions or control
commands and further enable intelligence to themselves or
to the ground IoE nodes. Next, we introduce the UAV-enabled

intelligence of IoE via two respects: UAV-enabled intelligent
network and UAV-enabled intelligent aerial service.
(i) UAV-enabled intelligent network: UAVs can enable intelligent network functions to improve network performance. In terms of the bottom-up sight, we introduce
three layers of intelligent network functions: the intelligent communication layer, the intelligent network layer,
and the intelligent application layer.
The intelligent communication layer lies in the stable
wireless connectivity between UAVs and their surround
nodes. An intelligent communication requires a good
channel state; this can be achieved by deploying UAVs
in optimal aerial positions. The related optimization
schemes are summarized in section III-B. These studies
design the optimal trajectory and the topology for selforganized networks or relay-based edge networks. The
intelligent network layer is the smart selection of packet
routing for improving the efficiency of packet transition.
The routing function relies on recognizing the source
address and the destination address of every packet. In
multi-UAV Ad Hoc networks, both the source address
and the destination address are dynamically changed
with flying multi-UAVs, thus the smart routing selection
is adjusted with dynamic network topology(e.g., [59]).
Besides, in UAV-aided communication networks, since
there are unstable packet transitions from multiple nodes
to one node (i.e., from massive ground nodes to the UAV
and from multiple UAVs to the ground access point), the
smart routing selection is transformed into smart access
to ensure access efficiency. The intelligent application
layer can be achieved by the high-level interface to send
intelligent commands for the specified applications. The
high-level commands further guide UAVs to perform
data operations, such as data compression, and data
aggregation.
Discussion. Generally, due to the limited hardware resources, UAVs cannot support the network functions that
require much global storage and computation. Fortu-
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UAV-enabled intelligent networks

Intelligent communication layer
Optimizing the position and trajectory
[95], [97], [102], [113], [145]

Intelligent network layer
Routing selection [8], [37], [59]
Congestion control [146]–[150]
Smart access [151], [152]

Intelligent application layer
High-level control [153]–[156]

UAV-enabled intelligent aerial services

Intelligent local computing services
Zero transmission delay
Lightweight intelligence
[157]–[160]

Intelligent edge computing services
Less transmission delay
Mediate intelligence
[155], [161]–[165]

Intelligent cloud computing services
Longest transmission delay
Strongest intelligence
[155], [161]–[165]

Fig. 9. UAV-enabled intelligence to IoE

nately, the concepts of network functional virtualization
(NFV) and mobile edge computing (MEC) give us a
solution to enable the above three intelligent network
functions at UAVs. The solution is NFV/MEC-driven
UAV-enabled intelligent network, in which NFV can
virtualize UAV’s network functions to programs; MEC
can dispersing the virtual function into the specific
hardware at every mobile UAV. This solution can enable programmatically efficient network configurations
consisting of access, routing, switching, and firewall
supports. Practically, this NFV/MEC-driven solution is
similar to a mobile software-defined network (SDN). By
combining UAVs with SDN, the UAV network functions
can be managed by SDN technologies (e.g., [146]).
(ii) UAV-enabled intelligent aerial service: UAVs can provide the intelligent services by performing intelligent
algorithms. These intelligent algorithms guide the smart
decision making at UAVs. Depending on the specific
UAV tasks (e.g., real-time monitoring, flexible tracking,
and remote sensing), the decision making is various and
the requiring intelligent degree is different. To enable
various intelligent services, UAVs connecting with IoE
can use local/edge/cloud computing technologies, and
enable local intelligent services, edge intelligent services,
and cloud intelligent services.
To enable local intelligent services, UAVs require a
lightweight AI algorithm that entirely makes smart decisions by UAVs own computing resources. Obviously,
the local intelligent services can support quick response
without delay but restricted by limited computing resources. In contrast, the edge intelligent services are
provided at the near ground access stations of UAVs. The
access stations generally have more computing resources
than UAVs. Hence, the edge intelligent services face
the transmission delay of smart decisions from access
stations to UAVs. Furthermore, based on the huge computing resources in cloud side, the cloud intelligent services support the strongest intelligence, but also face the
longest transmission delay. To sum up, UAVs can use the
local computing for immediate and simple intelligence
such as auto-control of flight gesture, obstacles avoiding.

Otherwise, UAVs can use the edge/cloud computing for
time-tolerance and complicated intelligence such as a
remote photography, the long-distance good-delivery.
The corresponding studies on UAV-enabled intelligence of IoE
are summarized as a tree graph in Fig. 9.
3) UAV-enabled diversity to IoE: We can utilize UAV
technologies (as discussed in Section III) to enable more
diverse applications of IoE. For instance, flexible UAV communication networks can be used to serve coverage in different geographic regions as mentioned in Section IV-B1,
thus to enable diverse geographical and stereoscopic applications. Additionally, combining with multiple intelligence
methods (as mentioned in IV-B2), UAVs are able to develop
diverse intelligent algorithms for multiple business scenarios
(e.g., intelligent transportation systems, automatic package
delivery, and aerial surveillance intelligence). Furthermore,
with the prosperous development of IoE, multiple different
technologies (including the technologies of both UAV-enabled
communications and UAV-enabled intelligence) will cooperate
together to provide comprehensive services. We next introduce
four typical Ue-IoE applications to show the interaction of
different technologies.
(i) Intelligent transportation system (ITS): ITS as one of
the major components of smart city, is expected to automate transportation decisions with security through interconnected vehicles. ITS aims to achieve more efficient
decision and lower execution time via automating ITS
components including field support team, traffic police,
road surveys, and rescue teams. In Ue-IoE, we can
employ UAVs as the transportation information collector,
the information transmitter, and even the executer for
traffic schedule [109]. Consequently, a set of UAVs
can act as a field support team with high-efficiency,
because they can promptly fly to the incident fields
to conduct real-time reports and emergency command.
Moreover, UAVs can be aerial traffic officers, when they
fly over vehicles on a highway and detecting possible
traffic violations. In ITS, internet connection of the realtime transportation information can be offered by UAV
communication networks; a fast decision and execution
in traffic can be provided by running a dedicated AI
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algorithm in UAVs; intelligent information services can
be supported by UAVs conveying internet information to
road users.
(ii) Automatic packet delivery: We can use Ue-IoE to achieve
on-line controls to UAVs for automatic delivery missions. There is always a shortage of living materials
in remote-and-underdeveloped areas, and the shortage is
especially urgent for the places suffering plague. Due to
the disconnected road, an effective method is applying
UAVs for automatic package delivery to transport some
important materials such as medicines, foods, and clothes
[166]–[170]. Besides, dispatching UAVs for ordinary
express delivery in urban areas has attracted lots of
attention, attributed to flexible deployment and low cost.
Detailed studies for delivery UAVs can be found in
previous literature. Referring to [43], a long-range and
energy-efficient communication system for UAV delivery
applications is developed, where LoRaWAN is used for
semi-real-time telemetry. Besides, [171] proposes two
multi-trip vehicle routing schemes for the cost-efficient
drone delivery, in which the effect of battery and payload
weight is considered for cost optimization. In addition,
further studies for UAV delivery encompass hardware
structure design [172] and supplier cooperation [173].
(iii) Aerial surveillance intelligence: Over the last decades,
there are growing studies on using UAVs for aerial
surveillance system (ASS) [56], [57], [101], in which
UAVs embedded with the surveillance camera can employ controllable aerial photograph in a specified area.
Different from fixed surveillance cameras that only offer
fixed views in a limited region, UAV-enabled aerial
surveillance can provide flexible and multi-view detection. Some studies investigate the autonomous capabilities of UAV-enabled surveillance, including regions detection [174], [175], objects positioning [118],
and path planning [176]–[178]. In addition, there is a
strong demand to design an interface for connecting
UAVs with the internet; this connection enables the
internet to monitor the UAV states and hence utilize
the intelligent algorithm from the internet to analyze
the surveillance photographs and videos. Some studies
investigate the dedicated AI algorithms for rangeland
inventory monitoring [122], emergent trees detections in
tropical rainforests [128], soil erosion monitoring [179],
forest phenology monitoring [129].
(iv) Unmanned military missions: At the outset, UAVs are
frequently used to perform military missions such as
remote detection and attack [12]. UAVs can be employed
as the aerial detective in chaos battlefield, to detect the
movements of enemy’s troops and monitor the global
battle situation [180]. Besides, UAVs can periodically
spy the suspicious region such as border surveillance
[127]. The UAV-aided relay communications in military
are widely investigated in existing literature (e.g., [181],
[182]). Obviously, UAV-enabled military missions (we
name it unmanned military missions) save a lot of
operating costs in manpower and fixed infrastructures.
The unmanned missions must be conducted with re-

liable control to avoid exposure and crash. Especially
for some missions in inaccessible areas (mountains, ice
roads, deserts, etc.), the reliability of remote control is
significant. Due to scalable coverage and intelligent computing resources, Ue-IoE is qualified to support wireless
connectivity and enables intelligent anti-detection ability.
Integrating UAVs with IoE, the UAV applications become
more diverse due to the wide network coverage, big sharing
database, and ubiquitous intelligence; thus, we will achieve
very high efficiency in every aspect of our daily life.
V. O PEN RESEARCH ISSUES
There are many technical issues that require dedicated investigations for IoE’s realization. To the best of our knowledge,
we list five open technical issues: i) restricted resources of
UAVs such as battery capacity to support long-distance flying
and long-duration communications and computations; ii) no
security protocols to limit the illegal actions and communications of UAVs; iii) lack of light-weight AI algorithm for
autonomous mobility of UAVs; iv) no general framework of
Ue-IoE to make heterogeneous applications compatible; v)
lack of enough coordination scheme between UAVs and the
cloud. Therefore, in this section, we present some specific
study directions to address the four issues by observing some
potential methods in previous literature.
A. Resource allocation
Rational resource allocation (allocated resources contain
energy supply, data storage, and computation capacity) for
every node (including terminal nodes, UAVs, ground access
nodes) can enhance the serving efficiency and reduce the cost.
The particular study directions of the resource allocation are
divided into two categories: the global resource allocation (i.e.,
the number and the distribution of deployment of every node
in Ue-IoE); the local resource allocation (i.e., the dedicated
hardware configuration of every node in Ue-IoE). The global
resource allocation focuses on the global high-efficiency of
costs in time, energy, and the equipment; that decides the
distribution of IoE nodes and the trajectory of UAVs. The
local resource allocation places emphasis on the dedicated
efficiency in every task such as communication, computing,
and data storage; that decides the specified resource allocation
in power, data rate, duration of communication, data storage,
computational complexity, computing time for communication
tasks and computing tasks (e.g. [183]). Irrespective of the
variation of resource allocation, it always keeps the unique
study approach i.e., the on-demand principle to coordinate
expected requirement and resource consumption.
B. Security mechanism
UAVs’ flexible communications and actions pose security threats such as information eavesdropping and nodes
forgery. Specifically, the information transmitted in UAV-based
communications may suffer eavesdropping, and the illegal
UAVs probably forge the identification to access IoE. In spite
of some surveys giving analysis for UAVs’ security [184],
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[185], the studies on solving the threats in Ue-IoE are not
enough. With increasing Ue-IoE applications, it is inevitable
to study some security mechanisms that can address the
above-mentioned threats. A study direction is to enhance the
security level of UAV-based communications (including A2A
links and A2G/G2A links). Particularly, the authentication
mechanism requires suitable improving to avoid the case that
the eavesdropper illegally accesses to UAVs, or eavesdrops
the legal communications. Another study direction is the antiaccess of pseudo UAVs to IoE nodes and the ground nodes. In
this case, the identification recognition mechanism is required
to refuse the access requirement from illegal UAVs.
C. Light-weight AI algorithms
To enhance the intelligence of Ue-IoE, the light-weight
AI algorithms are required to perform the quick and precise
response in UAVs under serious computation constraints. The
existing studies using AI algorithms in UAV-based applications are mostly run on the cloud side instead of the local
side. For example, some papers present the AI algorithms to
detect and count cars by using images and combining with
different AI technologies such as a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) [186], and Faster R-CNN [187]. Besides,
other similar UAV-based AI algorithms are proposed with
various applications such as human detection (i.e., finding
pedestrians) [188], weed mapping [189]. Even though these
AI algorithms use the imagery recording by UAVs to conduct
the mobile object recognition, the computation is either too
complex or needing too many databases, not fitting for local
processing at UAVs. For local running, there are few studies
that investigate low-complex algorithms for UAVs’ navigation
[190], path-finding [191], and moving-targets’ tracking [157].
The future applications on local processing at UAVs need more
light-weight AI algorithms to support a really autonomous
intelligence with a quick and precise response.
D. Universal standard design
It is necessary to design a universal standard for IoE to
orchestrate multiple heterogeneous ICT technologies and as
well as diverse IoE applications. The universalized Ue-IoE
can not only reduce the usage cost but also increase the
serving efficiency. Referring to the network layer model in
open system interconnection (OSI), the IoE universal standard
should contain the specified rules for every IoE layer (i.e.,
a physical layer, network layer, and application layer). For
three layer, the practical generality designs of IoE should
include three aspects: the universal communication chips for
end nodes, the universal network control protocols, and the
universal computing plane, respectively. Reviewing the related
work, the communication chip for end nodes are only designed
for particular communication protocols such as NB-IoT, MTC,
LoRa-WAN [192]. Besides, the universal network protocols
can be achieved by integrating SDN for UAVs, but no global
scheme was presented. The universal computing plane can
be achieved by integrating local, edge, and cloud computing
planes together; this integration is feasible by designing a highlevel interface for connecting the computing services between
three computing planes.

E. Coordination between UAVs and the cloud side
In the future, the coordination between edge and cloud is an
inevitable trend to perform lots of computation-intensive IoE
applications. These IoE applications require sufficient centralized AI decisions and distributive big data analytics to work
seamlessly for real-time responses, such as smart transportation and intelligent manufacturing. The coordination is usually
enabled by scheduling the computation tasks. Regarding to
computation-task scheduling, the edge nodes (includes UAVs
and APs) first analyze the received computing requirements
and then determine whether the task is required to upload
to the cloud side [193]. In practice, some data preprocessed
at the edge are needed to upload to the cloud for further
storage and analytics whereas other data can be computed
at edge and do not require to upload. For different data the
computing requirements and the coordination mechanism may
be specifically designed for the maximized global efficiency;
this is dynamically adjustable issues that worthy to be solved
as a new study direction.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper aims at applying UAV to enhance IoE’s capabilities with extended coverage, flexible intelligence, and
more diverse applications. The envision of IoE in terms
of three expectations (scalability, intelligence, and diversity)
poses some realization challenges from coverage constraint,
battery constraint, computing constraint, and security issues.
With high mobility and easy deployment, the studies on UAV
can help IoE to overcome these challenges. Therefore, we
presented a comprehensive discussion on opportunities and
solutions of UAVs in IoE.
In particular, we first analysed the three expectations of
IoE (scalability, intelligence, and diversity) and presented an
extensive survey of their enabling technologies. Moreover,
we highlighted and discussed the critical constraints/issues
that hindered IoE’s realization such as coverage constraint,
battery constraint, computing constraint, and security issues.
Further, we made an extensive review of UAV-related work.
The review mainly contains two aspects: the UAS design and
the study on UAV communication networks. Accordingly, we
have explored many opportunities of UAVs in IoE, i.e., the
extension to ubiquitous connection, on-demand aerial intelligence, self-maintenance, power supply and sensor recycling,
etc. Moreover, we presented a UAV-enabled IoE (Ue-IoE)
solution by combining the advantage of UAV’s mobility and
the current ICT technologies, where it is demonstrated that
Ue-IoE can greatly enhance the three expected abilities of IoE
(i.e., scalability, intelligence, and diversity). To further enhance
the three expected abilities of IoE, three sub-solutions are
investigated which are UAV-enabled scalability, intelligence,
and diversity to IoE. Each solution and their corresponding
studies have been discussed in detail with the potential study
direction. Finally, we presented important issues in Ue-IoE
as future study directions regarding to resource allocation,
security protocols, lightweight AI algorithms, universal standard, and coordination between UAVs and the cloud side. To
sum up, we have presented a comprehensive survey on the
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opportunities and challenges of UAV in IoE and we assure
our readers, that this review will serve as a research guideline
for future study on Ue-IoE.
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